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Planners respond toJurm,ann article
In the -July 8 PRINT, Glen Jurmann writes: "The first in a series
of programs designed to involve
the college and the community got
off to a roaring disaster June 22
when the office of Community
Services presented "The Crisis in
American Education" . ..
What are Mr. Jurmann's criteria
for classifying something a "roaring disaster"? If he is using the fact
that some members of the audience engaged in sharp exchange
with
Congressman,
Pucinski,
should this be considered "disastrous", or rather a laudable ex-

ample of free speech concerning
matters of controversy? And is Mr.
Jurmann so delicate in audition as
to consider a few raised voices (in
this period of confrontation dialog)
roaring?
One might specu late as · to
whether Mr. Jurmann spent so
much of his psychic thinking up
the "roaring disaster" term (and
reveling in its cuteness) as to have
caused him to misquote the title of
the discussion, to . have misnamed
the one audience member whom
he attempted to name, and to have
omitted mention of three of the
program's four· sponsors, i. e. the

Sociology Club, the Student Education Association, and the Chicago area - chapter of the World
Education Fellowship.
The program presented
well-qualified speakers on significant subjects, was well attended,
and included considerable audience p;irticipation. Feedback has
indicated that this was a stimulating meeting.
Irwin Widen
professor, Special Education
Rose Brandzel
co-ordinator, office of Community
Services
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We thought this really sounded
"big". Also-; it wou1d read VNI',1
which' i's ·a spoken abbreviation'. in
German for Universitat, or university.

What do you think about this
new name for our great college?
Michael Mallick
student, NISC

been made - a student thought Illinois Ogilvie University would be
nice, because that would read
IOU, which is a spoken abbreviation in Englishfor what we think of
It's probably a very good idea. his idiotic tuition hike this
It helps eliminate the confusion January.
with Northwestern if we become .
Thanks for the suggestion, and
simply- Northeastern University, we hope the faculty senate takes it
and the confusion with Northern if into advisement. Anyone got any
we become Northeastern Illinois other ideas? Let us hear about
University.
them.
Only one other suggestion has
-P R INT staff
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They were in fact suspended for
attempting to inform the APTS
Council of -student objections to
the firing of Dr. Daniel J . Stem.
Rather than allowing students this
right, Dean Howenstine threatened those present with suspension and APTS Council member,
Dr. Arthur Scharf, physically attacked Mr. Pitcher.
We believe Dean Howenstine's

threat was unreasonable and unjust. We therefore demand that
William Howenstine fulfill his obligations as Dean of Students by
supporting students and their
rights. Specifically he should withdraw his suspensions of Conrad
Pitcher and Chris Smoka and initlate action to insure student representation in policy decisions
and hiring and firing questions.
We believe Dr. Scharfs behavior was irrational and unpardonable. On two previous occasions
he has physically assaulted students with whom he was in dis-
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women's lib on Arthur Scharf
We disagree with Dean Howenstine's decision to suspend Conrad Pitcher and Chris Smolka for
entering an APTS Council meeting.
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suggests better name for Northeastern
I realize that' it might be too· late,
but several weeks ago some
friends and I were contemplating a
name for the college when it becomes a university. The name we
came up with was University of
Northeastern Illinois.

I

agreement. These violent displays
of temper have been ignored by
the administration and the faculty.
This is a shocking example of irresponsibility on their part.
We demand that Dr. Arthur
Scharf be fired for his disrespect of
students, his intolerance of and
disregard for student opinion, and
his belligerent behavior.
We as an organization demand
respect for ourselves and for our
fellow students.
NORTHEASTERN
WOMEN'S LIBERATION

Stern writes of APTS incident
On June 25, 1970, a determined er office, ·the group was informed APTS Council, Dr. Dan Kuzahara
group of 35 students and two fac- . by Ann Smith, Dr. Barbara Crop- calmly talked to Pitcher. The
ulty members chose a student rep- per, and Dr. Charles Stamps that scene of Scharf beating down on
resentatlve to voice their opinions the answer to the above request Pitcher, at the same time that
on the question of whether or not was "No"! Dean Howenstine Kuzahara was engaged in a quiet
Dr. Daniel Stern should be given · threatened the students . with sus- dialogue with him symbolizes the
tenure. The student representative pensions if they did not leave schizoid character of the APTS
chosen' wa~ Sistet 'Jearl Schwie- Sach's office. Not one student left Council toward a student voice:
cke1-t, a Catholic nun who was en• the office as a result of Howenstine's one faction eager to talk, one facrolled in one bf Dr. Stern's classes . threat. A long discussion ensued tion arrogantly • resisting any exShe was to express the group's because students and faculty were pressions of student power.
After the group was physically
feeling that the Sociology Depart- angry about the denial of student's
merit Tenure Committee had been right to petition . A collective deci- restrained from proceeding into
unprofessional in not hearing any
sion by twenty people was made to the APTS Council meeting, Dean
of Dr. Stern's students, and in not enter Dr. Sach 's inner office where Howenstine again threatened stustating any reasons for their nega- the APTS Council was meeting. dents with suspension if they did
tive vote (5-0). The group wanted Conrad Pitcher and Chris Smolka not leave Sach'!\ . office. Once
the APTS Council to hear Sister were the first of twenty people to again, not one student left after
Schwieckert speak for a total of ten t push through th'e ddor into the -in- these threats. This time the group
miriutes. We" regar-d· this -as·•a 1very ner office. Dr. Stern and Al Schiff angrily turned on Howenstine for
mih'imaf and extremely legitimate - · were right behind Smolka. Dr. Ar- not attempting to persuade the
request for a: studen'.t voice to be thur Scharf of the Biology Depart- APTS Council to listen to ·a stuheard by the most powerful faculty ment physically attacked Pitcher dent spokesman. Group members
committee of campus.
as he entered. As Scharf attacked angrily rejected Howenstine's sugWhile waiting in Dr. Sach's out- Pitcher, another member of the gestion that the group come to his
FORUM continued on page 8
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Aren ' t you getting tired of reading the

same old thing in this space every
week? All of you summer staffbox readers have only had the chance to read

Roger Bader
Hal Bluethman

Del Brecke nff?lc.

some garbage about a collective effort

Noreen Ciesielczyk

of thp PRINT staff and the usual disclaimer.
Well you are goi ng to suffer only a

Susan Concordet

couple more .weeks . This is the second to
the last issue of the summer and our
staff which is putting the paper out with
a collective effort will only, as far as we
carr see, do that collective thing until
September rolls around . Then the
all-new super-PRINT will hit the stands
and astonish all beholders. Look for it in
PRINT'S big September week.
The Northeastern PRINT is published
at Northeastern Illinois State College,
5500 N. St. Louis Avenue, Chicago
60625. Opinions expressed herein are
not necessarily .those of the administration and need reflect the views of the
individual contributor soley. Address
comments and letters to the PRINT office

E-45.

Gene Corey
Monika Czehak
Ken Davis

Cindy Dubas
Ma rnie Fourn ier

Ellen Friedman
Moura George
Dave Green

Glen Jurmann
Fronk Konrad
Jim Martih
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Connie McNeely
Mickey Sogrillo

lorry Spaeth
Bill Spreitzer

Gary-Dole Stockmonn
Roberta Thomas
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Flood defends armed campus
security guards
POLICEMAN
Function of job
Under direct supervision from a superior officer of the police
. force, to report infractions of rules and regulations of the ms titution , state la ws, and city ordinances, and to protect institutional prop erty and equipment. '

I llinois Civil S ervice j ob description
,1959 Re vised .

.\

I

T he me n who patrol North- ste ms fro m the fac t that they carry rulin~ is changed by the Civi l Ser- /'
eastern' s hall s seve n days a week the loaded gun s at a ll times . Many vice board , stude nts shou ld not .
in the light blue j ackets with the faculty a nd students ha ve ex- even pa rticipate in the process
da rk-colored slac ks have been the pressed the opinion that the gun s ~ ithout vote. " Students co uld sit
object of close scrutiny in recent could at least be unloaded during in without a vote, but they could
wee ks as th e issue o f gun s on the day, but that, ideally, the y throw the whole board proceshould be left in the security of- dure" , he expalined. "Thi s would
campu s has come to a head he re.
render the procedure open to legal
A recent confrontation between fice s.
Flood quickly point s out that action by any of the candidates ."
a ~umber of students and LieutenThe issue of student participa- ant Flood , chief of our security thi s .would be a violation of Chapservices, occured last week in :Mr. ' ter 144, Section I 08 , part I 0. What tion in the hiring process is of parPitts' office during his regular would happen, PRINT asked him, ticular interest, especially since
"Coffee hour" discussion ses sion. if N ISC adopted the institutional two of the guards are also stuQuestions were fired and tne 'Ei•e u- policy that no gun ~ were to be dents.
At present, the qualifications for
tenant answered as many a s ' he allowed on campus, and he were
could. In a later interview with <!irected by order of the adminis- acceptance to NISC's security
PRINT, Flood expanded on the tration, faculty·, and students to re- force are essentially those outlined
information he presented there.
move the guns? Flood admitted by the Civil Service. Civil Service nances ; supervise traffic and parkThere are nine men on NISC's that this is a legality, and that he calls for a minimum height of ing; report obstructions in streets
security force , including Flood would not be fully qualified to an- 5'-8", minimum weight of 145, and or sidewalks, holes, leaking or
himself. All nine carry loaded guns swer the question, but offered a minimum age of 24. No guard is faulty utility services, or other
unusual conditions that might enat all times. Each has six bullets guess that the Board of Governors hired without a high school degree,
loaded into his weapon, and six would "direct the institution to and he has eligibility for Deputy danger the public safetyl' make
extra bullets, for a total capability desist:" "Any administrator is Sheriff's commission, when such investigations;· assist local police
of twelve shots.
guilty of malfeasance unless he fol- commission is required by the in- agencies during emergencies; furEach man purchases and owns lows the statutes to the letter," -he stitution to be served. NISC's
nish escort service ; check building
guards are given twenty hours of security; and perform related
his own weapon, as approved by continued .
by the institution. They are emSecond to the fear of guns on firearms training with officer Jack duties as assigned."
powered to carry weapons by an campus is the aparrent lack of in- Holt, a qualified firearm instrucL'hey must check in with the
elusive Illinois statue which "Flood put from the community in the hir- tor.
main office in ·the J building by
cites from memory when asked - ing process. At present, civil serNISC security men are given no
telephone regularly, and at times
Chapter 144, section l08 , part. IO . vice regulations specify that candi- psychiatric tests upon hiring, and
which Flood sees as potentially
Though the statutes are reportedly dates must be reviewed by a com- are not required to participate in troublesome, the guards are ason file in the library, a quick check mittee of three - one representative any study of community relations.
signed walkie-talkies for instant
by a PRINT reporter discovered of the Dean of Students' office,
The duties, again outli'ned by communication.
only that the section in question one faculty member, and the chief state Civil Service, are as follows :
Our guards do not wear the
had been repealed several years of security or his designate .
"To patrol assigned posts, report
traditional officer's clothing, and
ago.
Not only are students not em- to designated authority infractions
this is Lieutenant Flood's idea. He
The major quarrel with North- powered to sit on the board, but it of rules and regulations of the inanswers critics who claim that a
eastern's "pojice force," of course, is Flood's opinion that, unless the stitution, state laws, and city ordipolice officer should be plainly

identified by explaining, "I think
the uniforms we have- have been
very well accepted." He feels that
it's an innovative step, and claims
that the dress code has been used
as a model, copied on other
campu!!eS. Those who disagree are
"nitpicking", he says.
The liutenant•. p~1,1ses f9r -a moment and reflects on armed .';
campus policemen. "I can only say
this, based on 28 years of experience. I wouldn't put a man out
without being armed."
The squabble ·is hardly over.
The next installment in the
guns-on-campus controversy occurs tomorrow afternoon, when
the History club presents a discussion, "Why Campus Security?" in A-129-3 I. Lieutenant
Flood will be on hand .

Constitutions, collstitutions everywhere,
hut none of them ratified
a status report on NI SC'S constitution.squabbles
Over the last few trimesters
there has · been much controversy
over the status or non-status of
faculty and student constitutions.
The student Government's legal
document was declared by referendum vote dissolved. The Faculty are attempting to pasJ a new
constitution, after one was voted
do}Vn, and are operating under the
old, admittedly inadequete document. Above all this, there is a
Community Constitution Committee (COM CON) which after
an extended lay-off is back to work
since Chairman Jay Byron called a
meeting last week.
.
Where do things stand now? As
far as students concerned, Gene
Kube, President of Student
Government·, is in the process of
formulating a Student Constitution
Committee(SCC). Obvoiusly, he
feels that if his government is to be
in full operation by October he
must have a Constitution before
then. "I am forming a Con Con
type committee that will consist of
21 students," he declared.
. He pointed out that there will be

undergraduate and graduate students as members of SCC as well as
full and part-time students. He
also revealed that · there will be
four advisory position on the committee. "There will be an Administrative Advisor, a Faculty
Advisor, a Civil Service Advisor
and a Student Advisor." Gene
named himeelf to the student position and said he had people in mind
for the others but would rather not
mention names until they had officially accepted.
As far as the rather large membership goes Gene hopes to find a
good cross-sectioning of the
school to fill up the twenty-one
voting positions. During the last
week he has been seeking people
out to serve on the committee. He
wants interested people that will
stick with the committee until the
job is done. He urges anyone that
is excited about the sec to contact him and set up an interview
him concerning membership.
On the Faculty Constitution
front, things are presently tied up
,tight over a procedural matter. A

Committee was set up by the
Faculty Senate to draft a new constitution after the first attempt at a
new constitution was voted down
last trimester. They were charged
with coming up with a document
that would be acceptable to most
faculty; incorporating the ideas of
the rejected constitution . In effect
·it was to "fix up" the turned down
document.
. The committee came up with a
new constitution and asked the
Senate if it would be possible to
present it directly to the Faculty
Assembly before going to the
Senate itself. Their rationale for
that maneuver was to insure that
the constitution that was presented
to the faculty was _the opiginal
committee version and not full of
changes and ammendments from
the Faculty Senators. They felt
any changes in the document could
be done in the assembly. Even
though this broke with the usual
!~~d;!~:~!,c:f~;;:~: :s::z:i:~:u~~
of debate the ·plan was approved
and what was to be a series- of .

.
Faculty Assemblies to discuss
constitution became a reality.
However, poor attendance marked
the assemblies and nothing official
could be done. The meetings
continued through without a quorum and hours of notes on the
discussions on constitution were
kept by the Faculty Senate Secretitry, Dr. Hall.
Forces in the Senate then wanted the constitution thrown back -in
their ,, laps, but others thought
enough work had been done in tlie
assemblies to warrent a vote by
the Faculty without going back to
the Senate.
The Senate has been having
trouble getting a quorum to their
weekly meetings and because of
this couldn't resolve this impasse.
It was decided then to take the
problem to President Sachs and let
him decide . As of Frday he has not
acted on it. He was sent all the
related information and after due
consideration will send the constitution back to the Senate or
make it ready for a facultf vote.
Beyond all the bickering and
•in-fi$hting going on over· the Stud-

ent and Faculty constitutions "fu>th
of them are saying hopefully any
.document would be temporary.
That is until some form of Community Government superceded
them. PRINT sources say that the
vast majority of the faculty at
Northwestern wan,t ,some form of
Community government, and students have a long history of community leanings.
,
,.1 Pre~ident Kube thinks it would
facilitate work on , a., ,C~ll]mu,~itY ,
Constitution if the proposed
Faculty Constitution would be defeated if it ever comes to a vote.
At the COM CON meeting last
week there was some discussion of
two Community Governmental
models that chairman Byron had
brought to the meeting. It seems
_that COM CON is moving again,
but once again the question is
whether the faculty as a whole and
the student .body _~aye ~nough sus,
tained interest in CbM CON to
'push it past the seperate constitution stage. That will rely upon
the ingenuity of the COM CON
members and the co-operation of
faculty and student governments.
0
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1. Conrad Pitcher

Pitcher, Smolka
appeal to SAC,
file countercharges

the disciplining of faculty
members, representation
should be 50/50, students
and faculty . Therefore, I
protest what can only be
viewed as token representation of students (three
students, six faculty members) on the Student Affairs Council.

I am writing in regard to a letter I
received from the Dean of Students
Office dated June 29, 1970. In that
letter I was informed by the present
Dean of Students, William L. Howenstine, that unless I requested a
hearing to appeal the decision of his
office, I should consider myself
suspended from college until the
beginning of the January-April trimester, 1970, effective July 13 . In
that same letter, I was advised by
Dean Howenstine that if I wished a
hearing, then the proper committee
to request it of was the Student
Affairs Council. Therefore, I wish
to make such a request for an open
hearing at such a time and place
easily accessible and equally convenient to all concerned aprties. At
the same time, however, I feel it
necessary to inform the Student Affafrs Council that I make the
request under protest. The reasons
for my protest are as follows.

Also, I wish to take this opportunity to bring to the Council's attention two closely related incidents in ·
which I feel that my rights as a
student at Northeastern were violated.
On Thursday, June 25, 1970, I was
part of a group of approximately 25
students and faculty who assembled in the vestibule outside of the
Presideni'-s office where the APTS
Council was meeting to consider
Dr. Stern's appeal. Our purpose
was to request that the APTS
Council take ten minutes to hear a
spokeswoman whom we had chosen to represent our wishes to the
Council. We were met by a locked
door, from which Dr. Charles H .
Stamps eventually emerged. Our
reception at the hands of Dr.
Stamps was insultingly brief: our
spokeswoman hardly had a chance
to say more than three or four
words before Dr. Stamps again
locked himself in the President's
office. After .about ten minutes,
Mrs . Cropper emerged from the
locked office and politely informed
us that the Council had voted on
whether or not to hear our spokes- ·
woman (a process we weren't even
aware was going on) and had decided to hear no students. In this
case, I feel that the refusal of the
A.PTS CouHil to ·liear the woman
whom I and other members of the
group were willing to let speak for
us, and the discourtesy extended to
her by Dr. Stamps, chairman of the
APTS Council, constituted a violation of my right to petition and my

1. Until the student commu-

,Conrad Pitcher and Christopher
Smolka, the two students suspended several weeks ago for allegedly having entered the President's office without authorization during a meeting of the ,
APTS Council, brought their cases before the Student Affairs Council last Friday, and at the same time they made
three additional charges.
Pitcher and Smolka charged that Dean
Howenstine is "malfeasant in office",
that the APTS Council act«;:d against
student interests when it announced that
student representatives would not be
heard,, and that professor of Biology Arthur Scharf physically attacked students.
Scharf was the faculty member involved in the brawl w).th ,student~ )Vho
-entered the meeting, though others· atterflpted to restrain him . . The students
involved during the hassle have all
agreed that Scharf "attacked", hence the
charge before the SAC.
Much debate occured at that preliminary meeting of the Student Affairs
Council about whether the five charges
should be heard together, or whether
they should be split. Howenstine explained that, if the charges were heard
together, he would be prosecutor in the
case against the suspended students, and
defendant in the malfeasance case, both
simultaneously. If this were the case, he
continued, he would simply have to drop
the charges altogether.
After debate, the council reached a
decision. It informed the students that
they should report on Friday, July 31 for
the actual hearing of the original two
charges.
Since the group agreed unanimously in
·the early discussion that the hearing
should be open, it was announced that
the game room, E-205 would be used for
the event, since it can seat about 50
people.
The council agreed to return its decision on the suspension cases on August
6, and to have reached agreement on the
student charges also by that date.
The Student Affairs Council is able to
overturn a suspension decisioh by the
Dean of Students, so there is a possibility that Pitcher and Smolka will not be
suspended at all. The open hearings
should begin at about 1:00 on July 31.
Reprinted on this page are copies of
the two letters formally submitted to
SAC, one from Pitcher, and one from a
group of concerned students. The Pitcher letter outlines the three countercharges brought before the council.
·

nity's right to participate in
the regulating and disciplining of faculty is recognized and implemented,
members of the faculty
have no right to participate
in the regulation and disciplining of students. For a
faculty member to insist
upon his right to pass official judgment upon stu- dents while denying the
right of students to do likewise with the faculty is not
only paternalism but also a
blatant denial of the right
of every individual to participate in the decisions
which affect his or her life.
Therefore, since the Student Affairs Council has
no power to discipline
members of the faculty ,
that power resting in the
Office of the Dean of Academic Affairs, I protest
what I consider the illegitimate presence of faculty
members on the Student
Affairs Council.
2. A.s it is presently con·stituted, the Student Affairs Council allows for insufficient numerical representation of the student
community. At such time
that students can exercise
their right to participate in

.right to be heard and taken ser-

iously, thus contributing to the provocation which led to a later incident for which I now face possible
suspension.
After informing us of the APTS
Council's decision, Mrs. Croper returned to the locked office, and the
people gathered in the vestibule began to discuss what to do next.
During that discussion, the door to
the President's office opened,"'llnd

Dr. Kochman, who had opened the
door, complained to me of the noise
being created by our discussion and
asked that people not bump against
the door. Dr. Kochman then proceeded to close the door, at which
time I placed my foot in the door
and asked him that he not lock the
door - so that, if the group of
people in the vestibule decided to
enter the President's office, they
would not have to break down the
door to do so. (No one said they
would break down the ·door; in fact,
many said they would not.)
While Dr. Kochman and I were
calmly discussing the finer points of
an unlocked door or a locked door,
I was physically attacked by Dr.
Arthur Scharf, a faculty member at
Northeastern. At that point, I exercised my right to self defense and
attempted to _w ard off Dr. Scharfs
assault. What ensued was much
confusion, a general melee for
which I now face possible suspension.
I feel that Dr. Scharf s actions on
Thursday, June 25, 1970, violated
my right as stated in the JOINT
STATEMENT OF THE STUDENT AFFAIRS COUNCIL &
THE SUB-COMMITTEE OF
THE .SENATE STEERING
COMMITTEE OF NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS STATE
COLLEGE, to attend this institution free of physical violence
upon my person. I wish to draw the
Council's attention to the fact that
June 25 was not the first time that ,
Dr. Scharf has openly attacked students. Nor is this the first time Dr.
Scharfs attacks on students have
been drawn to the attention or
campus authorities . Yet, action is still to be taken.
I realize that the Council's powers
regarding both complaints are limited. Yet, in accordance with Section
Cd, paragraph 3, of the Council's
JOINT STATEMENT, I would
hope that the Council will see its
way to "champion the cause" and
take what action that it can in response to such obvious violations
of student rights - the right to petition and the right to be free of phys~ cal attack.
Thank you,
Conrad Pitcher

2. Concerned students
As members of the Northeastern
College Community we wish to express ourselves in regards to the
incident that occurred on July 3. On
this date, students attendfog a Bugghouse concerning the retention of
Dr. Daniel Stern decided to adjourn to the APTS Council meeting
to petition the committee. These
students gathered · in the second
floor lobby to decide how to ai,proach the APTS Council. The
group decided upon 2 spokeswomen to present it's petition to the
meeting. Upon entering Dr. Sachs'
outer office, they were informed by
Mrs. McNeil, the assistant to tbe
President, that their petition could
not be heard.
At the request of the group Mrs.
McNeil called the chairman of the
APTS Council, who came out of
the closed meeting to inform the
students that they were not welcome. When the designated spokeswoman politely asked to be heard,
Dr. Stamps shouted that this would
not be possible and slammed the
door in her face . At this time, Dean
Howenstine threatened all students
present with suspension if they remained in Dr. Sachs outer office.
While the group was deciding
upon further. action, Dr. Cropper ·
came out o( the locked office to
inform them that the committee had
voted not to hear' students. She returned to the meeting and the students again discussed alternative
action. Dr. Kochman opened the

door to ask the students to iower
their voices, and he and Conrad
Pitcher began discussing the
group's petition.
At this time, Dr. Arthur Scharf
physically assaulted Mr. Pitcher.
Ignoring Dr. Scharfs belligerent
behavior, Dean Howenstine repeatedly threatened all students,
present with suspension. Dr.
Scharfs attack ended when faculty
members pulled him from Mr.
Pitcher and campus security guards
. shoved all the students out ·of the
meeting room and again locked the
door.
The group remained in the outer
office and wt;re again threatened
with suspension by Dean Howenstine. However the APTS Council reversed its earlier decision and
allowed one of the spokeswomen to
present the petition.
Dean Howenstine's threats of
suspension clearly show that he
sees it his duty to control students
rather than represent them . By ordering the suspension of -two members of the group, he is attempting
to deny the fact that all the decisions were made collectively, i.e. he
wishes to divide and conquer.
Why are students held accountable to faculty and administration
for asserting student rights while
the APTS Council, which locks out
student participation, and Or. Artliur Scharfs unwarranted physical
attacks on the students are not held
accountable to the student commu-

nity? In fact, we believe a student
committee should convene to try
Dean Howenstine for malfeasance
of office, the Al>TS Council for denial of student rights , and Dr. Arthur Scharf for violently assaulting
students on numerous occassions.
And this committee should continue to fpnction as a means of student
protection.
Finally it must be realized that
the student's right to petition before
any committee is minimal at best
and a decisive role for students in
policy making should be attained.
Marietta A ..Tornabene
Iris Rosenblatt
Sue Strauss
John P. Goldman
Bruce S. Barnett
Jeanette Blum
Mary Ashmore
Aaron R . Deemar
Phyllis R . Miller
Maureen Serbin
Al Schiff
Barry Gold
Terry & Don Digirolamo
Henry Bofman
Frank Anselmo
· Patricia Massa
Richard Stone
Christopher Smolka
Conrad Pitcher
Lisa Stern
Warren Antman
Linda Antman
Steve Mandell
Steve Pantos
Richard Michalski
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Construction workers ready the auger which does the initial drilling on the
caisson -holes.
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After the Auger follows this huge crane-like scoop to finish the hole.

science building rolling again
A s the strike of the Operating
Engineers came to a halt early last
week, construction of N ISC' s science building once again returned
to full speed, and at this time, at
least one of the operations is
a head of schedule.
It is the drilling of caisson s,
slated to last about ten days, but
now projected for completion
within eight. Of the 85 caissons
needed within the building, 38
were complete by Thursday morning, a nd Robert Ortinau, Northeastern 's Construction Superintendent, was confident at that time
that all caisson rigs would be off
the job by this morning. He mentioned the possibility that, barring
the unforeseen, caisson construction could be complete by yesterday (Tuesday) morning.
After caissons, attention turns ·
to the building of footing s and
foundations, along the perimeter of
the building as well as inside.
There may be a snag here, though,

Half of the B-wing parking lot has
been fenced off to give the construction crews more room during
their operations.
I

since the concrete finishers are
still on strike, and they will be
needed for the finishing of these
structures . "This could hold us
up," Ortinau explained .
The massive ditch dug into the
south end of the long parking area
is an excavation for a service tunnel which will connect the building
with the existing physical plant. It
was dug go that the removed dirt
could be used as fill under the
building itself, which is to have no
baseme°'. Forms must now be
erected within the excavation, and
concrete walls, floor, and a ceiling
built there. When that will happen,
since the concrete finishers are on
strike, is not known . The parking
spaces in that area cannot be returned to ·service until the tunnel is
finished.
There will be some relief in the
situation soon, . though .
Since enrollment is quite low during the second eight weeks of this
trimester, parking is simply no

p1~rking

problem at all. But when next trimester's transferees and freshmen
join the regular NISC students returning from vacation, parking will
be at a critical shortage. To help
out, construction of a temporary
lot will begin soon, probably in
mid-August.
The lot will be constructed in
the area presently used by the
handball and badminton courts. It
will replace all the spaces displaced by construction . The lot
will not b"e built until the trimester
break, however, so as to disturb
the Physical Education program as
little as possible, it was explained .
During these very early phases
of NISC' s expansion, which will
shortly see several buildings and
structures rising at once, there
have been some complaints from
area neighbors. Essentially, their
complaints have been· about noise,
and the early starting times for theheavy equipment . Reportedly, the
complaints were acted upon by
construction authorities.

Bob Ortinau, Northeastern's new Construction Superintendent.
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thepainful d~mi,se
ofNISC's faculty senate

•.J

t

We down here at PRINT were quite startled when we attended the last
Faculty Senate meeting, and discovered that, once again there weren't
enough Senators on hand to constitute a quorum. Things have been 'getting ·
pretty bad lately with the Senate, arid unless we· come to the rescue, things
certainly aren't going to improve.
PRINT, as you know, is a newspaper very much concerned about the
well-being of our academic community, and we want to do anything constructive we can to help improve things. So, here are some of our proposals.
We had thought that perhaps the best solution would be a se-ries of faculty
senate extralegislative activities, such as perhaps a company picnic, at which
all the senators could run relay races, and get into water balloon fight,s, or
just, lay around eating watermelon together. But we ruled that out, because
we figured that Orv Goke would win all the prizes anyway.
So we considered putting on a play. The Senators could all take parts, and
the production would be presented for everyone's enjoyment. There's
nothing fo bring a gi:oup together more than a theatrical performance. We
thought about the possibility of doing "Camelot," with Hugh Moorehead as
King Arthur, Mitch Vogel as Sir Lancelot, and Harold Berlinger at Merlin.
June Sochen is·a natural as Guenevere.
Well, to make a long story short, we thought of several plans for improvement of the Faculty Senate, including a weekend-long festival of life in the
Tuberculosis Sanitarium, with all those faculty sitting around groovin' with
nature, but we ruled them all out, because it suddenly became aparrent that
we were relying on the faculty itself to correct its own problems. That's like
expecting a car to fix itself when the transmission falls out.
It is clear, then, that the challenge· is ours, as students. We can cure the
ailimf, F:aculty. ~enate by just becoming interested in its everyday workings.
·Here's how.
·
Printed below in a complete list of the present faculty Senators. At least
we think it's pretty complete, but they're not really too sure who's a senator
and who isn't right now, since some of these people haven't attended a
meeting for months. Technically, though, these are, we're sure, the present
Faculty Senators. Frankly, we've never heard of half of these people, but we
figure that someone out there must have heard of M. Lucille Grogan, Ely
Liebow, Courtney Lawson, and those other evasive creatures. So the
responsibility is yours. If you have these people for classes, or if you know
who they are, call upon them in class, or stop them in the halls, and. ask,
"Hey, Mr. , how did you vote·on the curriculu, reform? Or, "how do you
feel about community governance? Do you feel," you could ask, "that
community governance is beter than individual governance?"
Of course, if you just want to get it over without a Jong discussion, just
· ask, "hey, how was the last Faculty Senate meeting?"
·
If enough of us bug these "Senators" during the next few weeks, the
Senate rttight start getting quorums again. And it will all be to our credit.
Once again, here are the people to interrogate. Go get 'em, concerned
students.
,

.

ll

Joseph Bachrach - Chemistry
James Barushok- Speech
1
Allan Bates - English
Harold Berlinger - Music
,,t
Sophie Black - Library
Norman Britan - Anthropology
Shirely Castelnuovo - Political Science
Roger Chacon - Philosophy
John Cibulskis - Mathmatics
Ben Coleman - Spanish
Barbara Cropper - Antroplogy
Edris Frederick ·_ Political Science
Edgar Gangware - Music
Robert Gilbert - Physics
Valentine Glockner - Education
Orv Goke - Learning Services
M. Lucille Grogan - Elementary Education
Dennis Hall - Biology
Clarice Hallberg - Art
Sf Lorenzo Harrison - History
William Itkin - Special Education
R. Bruce Kirk - Psychology
Thomas Kochman - Linguistics
Marcella Krueger - Early Childhood Education
Jacqueline Krump-English
Daniel Duzuhara - Psycology
Courtney Lawson - English
Anne Lembesis - Elementary Education
Ely Liebow - English
John Maher - Linguistics
• t
John Mann -Anthropology
Robert McFarland - Psychology
Eric Moch - German
Hugh Moorhead - Philosophy
Dolores Nicosia - Music
Dorothy Patton - English
.
William Rader - Elementary Education
Carroll Schwartz - Geography ' . . , ,
Leopold Segedin - Art .,r •
Calvert Smith - Inner City Studies
June Sochen- History.
June Verbillion - English'
Lillian Vittenson - Special Education
Mitch Vogel - Education
John Waechter- Physical Education
Maurice Yochim - Art
Robert Zegger - History
,

'~)t ~~-\

.'} f

\

~i~~

ALT~R~ATES .

:.,f Q-; ; Of course, there's always the possibility that this plan won't work. Some

t) fy/:~tofthese Senators wouldn't attend a meeting if they were dragged (o it by Art"
~~.;;,,~Scharf,. ~u_\ ~:
gtye .~p. _~.fY~.-~ot a n~Jnb~r ?f'.;follprcibf plans.' J:Iere ;

;,von:,t

j ~e;i~;~-we coJ ld have G ~i-f f Pitts ~isit

! ·· i'· •.

Rosalyn O'Cherony - Spanish
Kenny Williams - English
Thomas Farr - Political Science
C. David.Tompkins - History
Louis Becker - Mathmatics
Paul Welty - Political Science
Richard Brewer - Education
Richard Robertson - Psychology
David, Tempkin - P,sy~ll~l~g~ , .
. Dorothy Holby - Spanish .
Thomas Hoberg - English

~ ·s enate meeti~g to serve coffee and · ·

.L' ',t611s.i'.rf'-fiat should attract ~ few lost souls. If Griff can't do it, Mrs. ~i.m mer-

. man could wheel in a few trays of her extra-special : cookies and punch.
Sounds exciting, huh? ·
. :, .
Well, the problem is that these methods haven't attracted many people in
the. past, so we may· have to get drastic. Only two courses of action are left,
. and either will work·like a charm.
First, make it a rule that faculty may not place in their resumes wi1ich beg
for promotions or salary increases a. claim that the_y have served on the
Senate unless t~ey have. at_te"~e"-~.t lfi~~t half ofthe meetings.
~ , .', r_, ~econd, move, the meetings from. D-113 at I :00 to a new place, ~he faculty
.,,,-·-·- \. -:. d101rg i:oom be.t ween 11 :QO and I :30 any weekday. Wed bet Just about
every Senator would be in attendance.

· .>;, ·

. ,
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s tatus report

a message from ·
President Kube
In response to a number of letters challenging his administration, and in a general effort to. inform the community of his
actions, student government President
Eugene Kuf?e last week requested, aml
was granted, page space in this issue for a
presidential message.
.
In keeping with my policy of informing
the student body of developing events
within the student government, I would
like to at this time take the opportunity of
informing you of the events that have occured since the last issue of the Print.
Of course my first concern rests with
the students. After reading the last issue of
the Print dated 8 July 70, I would like to
comment on the two letters that were
directly concerned with my administration
of this office, the Presidency.

I noticed that in the first letter addressed to the student body by Mr. Gregg
Kmiec, he stated that I am a hawk and as
proof quoted from page 3 of the 6-24-70
issue of the Print, "If you fight a war there
is no substitute for victory." I was amazed
to see that he did not finish my quotation
"We just shouldn't be there ." In my opinion war, all wars, are barbaric, and are no
solution to human problems. Peaceful solutions are solved by negotiation, not
fighting. In being an Army veteran and
having experienced the Viet Nam conflict
first hand, it is all too apparent to me that
peaceful negotiations across a table are a
much better solution to the problem than
the fighting on a battlefield. However, if a
nation does blunder itself into a war,
there can be no substitute for its victory,
for defeat might mean the end to its existence. I reiterate, this is no way to solve
human problems. This should also answer
Mr. Kmiec's quesµon about my not believing in political solutions. Further, I
should like to ask Mr. Kmiec what disqualifying factors does "Army veteran"
have against my being the student govern- .
ment president?
I would like to now reply to Mr.
Kmiec's suggestion about working for
more student elections that would be more
representative than my "visions of grandeur" and challenging my recognition as
being the President of the Student Government.
Let me draw your attention to my article in the same issue of the paper in
which Mr. Kmiec's letter was printed. My
proposals for student government and representative elections are stated there, and
it is of the opinion of many students affiliated with this office as well as myself that
these proposals are not "visions· of grandeur" but of a genuine nature in regards to
the reconstuction of the student government. In reply to Mr. Kmiec's accusations as to my legitimacy as the President
of the student government, I would further
draw your attention to former student
president J.P. Byron's ·rast artfcJ,e , to_ appear in the Print, dated IO June 70': In it he •
stated that his first official act of office
would be to call an assembly of all students to meet at 11 :00 a.m. June 11, in the
auditorium to discuss the future of the
student government. In quoting our former president, "Turnout at this assembly

will determine what's going to happen to
student government. If you don't come,
don't complain about your government."
It is indeed regrettable that only 32 students were concerned enough to show,
and only 20 remained to vote. However, I
would like to point out to you that / was
there and in the process I missed two
hours of classes because of my concern.
Now then, sir, I ask you; if you are so
concerned about my validity as the student government president, di.d you make
an effort to be there, and were you therethat day?
.
If you were, then you· ·inust certainly
realize the crisis the .student government
was facing. As further proof of my legality, then President Bryon consented to
having an election at that time, and when
the votes were cast in my favor, I became
president, immediately recognized by representatives of the administration who
were present.
As to your last comment about calling
for a more representative student election , - •
l feel that I would be a very weak leader to
shun my responsibilities to you and every
other student in our college, by letting the
problem further deteriorati: , possibly beyond repair, and letting another student
government president inherit these problems as I did .
Despite the rash tone my reply might
indicate, I sincerely appreciate your concern for our future student government. It
clearly shows to me that there are concerned students and that their comments
are appreciated.
In reply to the letter written by Miss
Arlene Straus , it should be known that
these issues (the Rockwell Gray petitions
·a nd the tuition increase protesting post
cards) were closed issues long before I
entered this office. Further, Miss Straus'
information is incorrect. I have discussed
the matter with the President of the Bugg
House Square Committee, and independently run committee, not affiliated with
the student government, but who works
for the entire college community, who related to me that the original Rockwell
Gray petitions were delivered to President
Sachs and the ones in his possessions
were copies. On commenting on the tuition increase he stated to me .
"U.U.C.A.T.H. (the United University
Coalition Against Tuition Hike) chose to
disband itself when Kent State and Cambodia occured. We (U.U.C.A.T.H. and
company, ·not Mr. Kube) felt that the tuition increase was of relatively minor importance in comparison to Kent State,.
Jackson State and the Cambodian Invasion."
I believe Miss Straus, that perhaps you
were misinformed on matters relating to
past and present administrations and committees. Further, I feel it is the right -of
every student "to inspect the cabinets and
drawers and play with the typewriter in
the 'Senate office whenever _that office is
open.
Finally, J'.hope that all of you are iaki,ng ,
into consideration the prospects of the
proposed Student Union building and in
Mr. Cliff Harralson's plan for the restoration of the "E" building for Student Union
Purposes. I .support and have been working closely with Mr. Harralson on this "E"
building plan. As a student union building,
it will offer facilities to the students which
have been previously unavailable to them.
Again, let me restate that my door is
open •to 'air and I look forward to your
comments and questions.
Sincerely,
Gene Kube
President, Student
Government

Kub e's somewhat
restaffed committeesstill some vacancies,
a · lot of new faces
'

,

Since assuming office, President
Gene Kube has been gradually and
methodically replacing
non-attending student committee
members with new students, to
such a degree that some now have
totally new personnel.
Kube, of course, is the sole student member of the Administrative Council, a position which
the student President has traditionally held. Howard Green is his
alternate.
The Building and Grounds committee, which considers all proposals to remoqel or alter the physical
plant in ~ny way, now has three
students, its full quota. Bob Hall
was joined by new members _D iane
Staubitz and Mike Valenti. Mr.
Charles Kane (faculty) is Chairman.
The Community Constitution
Committee, which recently began
meeting again after a layoff of sev. eral months, is charged with the
responsibility of drafting a community constitution, to govern students, faculty and staff. Kube himself joined Conrad Pitcher, Julio
Cruz and Jay Byron as student
members . Student Jay Byron is
Chairman.
The Student Affairs Council,
· which hears all cases of student
petition and redress, and champions student causes, is rearranged
with students Bruce Rottner, Roger Nash and Connie McNeely as
members. Terry Pence is the alternate member.
Possibly the most important
committee for student affairs, the
Student Fees Allocation Committee determines all allocation of
the student activity fee to clubs
and campus activity groups. The
seven student members are selected by members of the Activity
Council, which in turn is comprised of members of clubs, and by
the student government itself. At
present, the six voting members
are Don Baumgartner, Conrad
Pitcher, Jim Tait, Davia Baldauf,
Jay Katzman, and Elain Gertler,
Chairman is Dr. Edgar Gangware
(faculty). Alternates are Phylis
A. Miller and David Green.
The Curriculum Council,
which considers and acts upon all
proposals to modify NISC'S curriculum, has only one student
member, a position presently held
by Jay Byron.
The Instructional Council,
which arranges for make-ups, date
changes, and course drops, and
'which~ considers pass-fail options,
independent study programs and
other instruction-oriented matter, '
has four student representatives.
At present, one vacancy remains,
and the three other students are
Bruce Salus, Howard Green, and
Mark Sullivan.
Two committees regulate free
entertainment at N ISC: The Free '
Film S_e ries Committee and the
Concert Committee. Both are fully
staffed 'for the first time in recent
months. ·The · film commlttee 1 is ··
comprised of 'students Phil Schiffman, Rochelle G lassman, Dan
Smith, Neal Tarshis, Connie
McNeely and Mark Sullivan. The
Concert committee's students are
!3UI, •Mc_!:::J~l!an 1 • •B,op Papro~ki,

Jules Bueck, Karen Ehrlich, Regina Jackson, and Gene Rinaldi.
There are ten ad-hoc Presidential building . committees, which
work essentially with the Campus
Planning office in programming
and planning new buildings and facilities. Students are appointed to
these committees by President
Sachs, but he asks the student government President for recommendations . In effect , then, Kube
places people on the committees
without much difficulty, but he
cannot remove them.
Probably the most important
building committee to students is
the Commuter Center Committee,
which plans the student union
complex. At the moment, their
written program for the building is
complete, bµt the group continues
to meet with architects and advisers, and will be technically
regulating the building until it
opens several years from now. At
present, the students working with
CCC are Larry Spaeth, Rita Cody,
Darlene Smith Marcia Doonan,
John Demas and Carl Dalstrom.
The committee for the Science
building is not · presently meeting,
since its building is in the early
stages of construction. However,
.it m\Jst still deal with matters of
furnishing the building, and will be
meeting in the future. Students on
the committee are Louis Czaplewski, Morris Sotonoff, and Joseph Weirich.
'
The Classroom Building committee is in much the sa!Jle position
as the science committee, although
the building is not yet started. No
students are presently serving with
the group.
Similarly, the committee for
planning the high rise parking
structures and boiler house addition has no student members at
present, though the committee has ·
completed the majority of its work.
Three committees are presently
in the midst of their most hectic
activity, writing the actual pro:continued on Page 11

CHECKER

TAXI

IS NOW -

HIRING
18,19,20 YR. OLDS
.. , TO

DRIVE FULL TIME
THIS

SUMMER
APPLY NOW
FOR

JOB OPENINGS
EF FE CTIV E 7-1- 70
MALE OR FEMALE
,
AP,PLY

845 WAS HI NGTON
8:00 to 4:30 DAI LY
8:00 to 11:00 SAT.
CALL 42 l-1314
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS

Al Schiff: You left your clothes in the Print

Stern cont'd

office and we're not going to keep them
much longer.

office to discuss the matter. They
asked Howenstine why he did not
fight for a student voice in the
APTS Council. It is our opinion
that Dean Howenstine represented
.a typical admitistrative attempt to
"cool out" a legitimate student demand for a voice where it really
counts.
Later on, the APTS Council reversed itself and voted to allow a
student representative to talk . Patti Constance was elected spokesman and talked for 20 minutes.
Upon her return, the group departed from Sach's office.
It is our belief that charges must

be dropped against Smolka and
Pitcher who were provoked to act
on the si mple, legitimate right of
students to be heard and who were
wrongly singled out si nce they acted in concert with twenty others.
For some time it has been clear
to us that students should · share
power regarding retention , curriculum, discipline of faculty and
students, and other decisions of
importance to them. The blatant
failure of the APTS Council to allow even the voicing of student
opinion makes it necessary to press
this need once again. It now seems

equally clear that there must- be a
committee to which stude nts may
bring charges against faculty members for assault, battery , malfeasance, incompetency, and other intolerable behavior. The Student
Affairs Committee, which is now
empowered to deal with complaints against students, should be
expanded in authority to cover student complaints against faculty .
Whatever the means, steps must
be taken to give meaningful power
to, and ensure equal justice for
NI SC students.
Daniel Stern
Ronald Glick

To the owner of that · dirty filthy red
scroungy coat with the yellow through the
button hole that' s hanging on the PRINT's
coat rack ·· GET IT OUT OF HERE .. IT
STINKS.
For Sale : Vintage mahogany single bed

After looking at the June 24,
1970 PRINT, I see that Biology
professor Arthur Scharf was involved in · a pushing match with
Conrad Pitcher and Chris Smolka.
Though I am ignorant of the precise details surrounding the incident may I respond to an altercation that occured several months
ago .
I was having a discussion in the
faculty dining room (it was ruled
that this facility is also open to
students) when Dr. Scharf interjected himself into the discussion

by placing his buttocks onto our
table. Conrad Pitcher was among
those sitting at the table. Steve
Mandel then had some words with
Scharf and Scharf then told him to
leave. Mandel refused and Scharf
then tried to help him .
At that moment I became a little
upset and mentioned to Scharfthat
he outweighed Mandell by about
I 00 pounds - why not try me. I
weigh about 170, he about 250 or
so. Scharf turned out to be more
yellow than red, white, and blue,
and promptly backed down.

venation to its logical con Clusion and fire

Straz. - - - .' A disgrunted patron .

OFF THE KUBE
Dr. Scharf hit a lady!

as well as comfort. Price $85.00 com plete
•· Phone 539-4280

Camera, Polaroid Land "Big Swinger"
Model 20 Never used! Retails $21.77 plus

Del Breckenfeld, You have performed an

ta x Pict,

illegal abortion of sorts, by separating me

from my baby. It's almost 8 months. Beware of a reign of terror.•· Shelley.
Thank you to all who gave to the Uptown
Clothing Drive!

Shame on you for trying to

tax Pictures 3¼ x 4 ¼ Blk. & Wht. in 15
seconds Best offer - Minimum $10 Miss
Etten - Health Service Ext. 348.
Let me make one thing perfectly clear: I
am the presid e nt. Make

The Corn Cellar Coffee H ouse w ill be
closed for th e rest of the summer, but wi ll
reopen for the fall.

For the adventurous student, a Royal Sa-

From the looks of PRINT it
seems that Scharf's "yellow
streak" has disappeared . Though
Chri s Smolka and Conrad Pitcher
were suspended for reasons other
than the altercation, it seems that
Dr. Scharf should have some punitive action taken in his behalf.
It would be a good gesture on
the part of interested NI SC students and faculty and the PRINT
to see if something can be done
about this man .
Charles Greenberg
former Pres ident, student body

Wh y don't they carry the cafeteria's reju-

sF)ring. Has posts. Beaut'y and cha ra cter

wi th good Simmons mattress and . box

BERFUNKLE is in the PRINT.
Be w are B E R FU N KL Eis coming.

Charles Greenberg on Arthur Scharf

EX-VETERAN WANTS ROOM -MATE : Large
2½ room apartment at Pulaski ar.d Irving
furni shed , air conditioned plenty of closet
space. Call Don at 588-6957.

fari Portable typewriter that has never
gotten below a B. Only one year old ; table
traine d and a real bargain for only $65.
Comes equipped with lockabel carrying
ccise. Mint co ndition. Contact. -Oays Sheryl
Kobak JU 3-4050 Ext. 3 12 ( NISC Office
· C-529) Evenings : Maynard or Sheryl Kobak 764-8515.
M .F., Keep writing writer.
Fred Engl ish, Fred English, Fred English
Where ·are you Fred English??????
--B.S. & S.R.
Speaking of missing persons, Where is
Mondo Crypto?

For Sale : 1970 Ford Mustang Red, Black

nO

mistake about

that. E. Kube

Moving to coast -- must sacrifice bedroom
set 1 year old, # 2 dressers, L mirrors, I
double bed perfect condition $350.00
firm -- Call Dan Kammier 262-0235.
For

Sa le

-

Vacuum

cleaner

cannister

type-apex with attachments. Best offer.
See Miss Etten - Health Service Ext. 348.
Papers typed. Thirty cents a page. Contact
Gen e Corey in the PRINT office Ext. 270, or
leave name and phone number.

Complete drum set for sale all in perfe~t

condition. Floor bass and tom, side tom,
snare high hats 4 cymbals and stool Must
sell $150 or best offer. Call 366-2859
Glad to see all you people are making use
of th ese FREE CLASSIFIEDS, but what happened to all those personal, racy,

down -right obscene messages back and
forth?

You're

slipping,

and

I'm

vinyl roof, whtwall tires, V-8 engine, auto-

What do you wont, good grommer or

matic transmission, power steering, power

good taste?

disc brakes, stereo tape system. Excellent
condition Must sell. Call weekdays Richard McGraw at LO 1-800 Ext. 444 Call
evenings after 6 :00 & Sat. & Sun. at

though you didn't win that baseball game.

Robert Wright, your're still my hero, even
--One of your lovers.

774-4955.

part-time reporter mourned by frat
Dear PRINT:

fraternity brothers like it very
much.

Thank you for the headline you
gave my story in the last issue
about the AXE-TKE game. My

N . 5th Ave., Maywood from 5-10
p.m. this Friday . Pleae omit flowers .

You may attend my fl!neral at
the Maywood Funeral Home, 41 I

Bob Wright.

new Secondary Ed major
begins ~n Social Studies
Each of the disciplines involved
N ISC has announced a new
Secondary Education Major in has developed a fifteen hour seGeneral Social Studies. Students quence for those who choose them
interested could begin in the pro- for the fifteen hour portion of the
gram immediately. The term Gen- requirement. They have also each
eral Social Studies encompasses contructed a nine hour sequence ·
four · disciplines; Anthropology, a nd have designated a three hour
Economics, Political Science, and course which will be required of all
Sociology. The student is required students in this major.
to take fifteen hours in one of the
If you decide to take on the new
four, nine hours in two others and
three in the fourth . That thirty-six major your advisor will be ashours is added to the eighteen Sec- signed to you b~· the chairman of
ondary Ed. requirements and the the department in which you take
Basic Core of the school the fifteen hour sequence .
(thirty-three hours) leaving the stuFurther information may be obdent with fourty-t~o elective
tained from any of the following :
hours.

Mr. Bertram Abell, A ssistant Professor of Secondary Education,
Mrs . Barbttra Cropper, Chairman,
Department of Anthropology, Dr.
Edris Frederick, Chairman, Department of Political Science and
Economics, Dr. Maurice Guysenir, Chairman, Department of Secondary Education , Dr. Bevode
McCall , Chairman, Department of
Sociolgy, and from the Guidance
and Counseling offices.
These people will have a complete list of the sequence which
will be required and some further
information on the time s of the
year when they will be offered in
the upcoming trimesters.

Uptown clothing drive successful

.r

Four carloads of clothing were
delivered to Uptown on July 13th
as the culmination of Newman
Club' s Uptown Clothing Drive .
The clothing was collected for the
benefit of the Chicago Southern
Center, located at 1028 W . Wilson .
Jim Grisham, director of the
_Center, gratefully accepted the

clothing. It is given away free to
needy families in the area. Mr.
Grisham and a staff of four run the
Center - a non-sectarian organization which is not federally or sta te
funded. The Center's assistance
also includes food certificates,
hospitality, job and city information . A massive fund drive to forestall a possible closing of the Center is currently being led by Mr.
Grisham.

Ten Newman Club members
drove the clothing to the center,
along with two volun teer drivers
who willingly left their pool game
to help . There will be more clothing drives sponsored by Newman
Club, according to Cathy Weidman, chairman of the drive.
"We're pleased with the success of
this drive, and thank all who contributed the clothing and offered
their services to deliver it ."
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an interview with Ike and Tina Turner
_J

by James Martin

After the three lke tt es lea pt from
the stage and exited to the throbbing flash of a strobe all that remained was for the band to play
the se nsual singer in the scant crochet outfit off, and the Ike and
Tina Turner Revue was over for
the evening.
Twenty minutes late r , in the
backstage lounge, I had an opportunity to meet a nd talk with Ike and
Tina as they relaxed following the
show and hectic dash from O 'H a re
Fi eld that preceded it. The y had a rr:ived late for their exciting hour on
the stage of the Mill Run Theatre
due to a plane del ay, but had , despite numerous technical difficulties at the theatre, nea rly
brought the small house down (although Tina denies that they ever
"bring the house down") . Ike entered first wearing his usua l, intense look, followed by Tina
wearing a fur coat, (to help ward
off a threatening cold) , and clutching the latest issue of Show magazine, in which they are featured .
Both were tired after their franti c show and the harried pace they
had been keeping, but they were
open and easy to speak to.
Tina is a charming woman who
comes on sincerely and warmly,
and although it is she that does
most of the moving onstage, it is
soon obvious that Ike is the prime
mover behind the group - the musical director, the coordinator, .the
brain s, if you will, of the revue ; and
.Tina is the first to admit it. She says
Tina Turner turns on.
of Ike, with a broad smile, " he real_
ly made me, you know. H e pulls the ·
Ike and Tina who started back in We 've just finished playing two
months on college campuses
strings and I just react. Only the peak years of Rock and Roll,
recently ha ve I started to do some really have changed their style very throughout the West, mainly to
large auditoriums, and those
creative work of my own an ar- little over the years, and don't like
ra ngement or two, but Ike still does to categorize their singing a nd crowds were beautiful too, but we
really like a small intimate group
most of the creative stuff."
playing, although they seem to lean
Since they first teamed up in late heavily toward Blues. "Our style which we can feel closer to on oc1959 when she was only 19, and he hasn't really changed," says Tina, casion . No preference, we just like
was just beginning to make a name "we just keep updating the mate- the variety."
for himself out of St. Louis, they've rial to the times . Things move so
been together steadily in one form fast now, and are so loose, that we
Prior to the West coast tour, Ike
or another, changing only the com- just try to keep current with the
and Tina had spent several weeks in
position of the group. At one time new material. Young people are
Las Vegas playing to an even difIke did more of the singing and free and loose, and they're creating
ferent type of audience largely
Tina was not featured. Tina ex- the good music today; and they are
middle-age tourists. How different
plained that she "started out as an not only good creators, but good
was it playing to that type of auIkette, but I guess Ike thought I had listeners, they appreciate music."
dience? "Quite different", reportpotential, so here I am. I sort of
The crows that night at Mill Run
ed Tina, growing somewhat more
worked my way up, you might was no exception, and Ike comserious. "The Vegas crowds are
say."
mented that "the last time we
mostly older people who come to
For about ten years now, Ike and played Chicago was late 1969, and
see us out of curiosity. I have to
Tina Turner have been a constant, before that, 1962, so we -haven't
work harder to reach those crowds,
if underrated force in the music really be.en here very often , but the
but I don 't mind a bit. In fact, I'd
world, drawing fans from around crowd tongiht was very responsive,
rather have to really work for a
the world, including most of_ Eu- and considering all the technical
crowd most nights, fhanjJlay to one
rope where they are well known, trouble with the mixing, very toterthat has prejudged me, and knows
and where they recently completed ant."
they like me. There's no challenge
a successful tour with the Rolling
Tina interjected that "now that
there. I enjoy the challenge of havStones, as well as a five hour music- we have a place to come to (Mill
ing to win over a doubting authon in Holland with various Eng- Run), we hope to come more often.
dience."
lish and American groups. Every- This is the first time we have done a
where they went in Europe they theatre-in-tlie-round like this, but
were well-received , and hopes are it really presented no problems for
Ike and Tina certainly had no
that they will shortly be returning us. " "No problem except for the trouble winning over their aufor another tour.
sound mixing" , reisterated Ike , dience this night - it was young,
Who was an early influence on "they just could not get it cor- hip, and had indeed pre-judged
the throaty, sensual singing style rected. "
Tina. "Yes, they were beautiful
of Tina? Oddly enough not Bessie
That was true enough. For most tonight, and I didn't mean to imply
Smith, or Ella Fitzgerald , but Sam of the hour show, the audience had that I would have preferred a more
Cooke. Reports Tina, "Sam had a suffered admirably through a series difficult one. As i said, the small
greater influence on me than any- of audio problems which at times audiences are great , especially the
one else; and for some reason no ' made it almost impossible to hear young ones, and in a way it was a
female singer ever influenced as one or both of them. Tina laughed challenge, because I didn't know
did he , and to some extent , Ray and explained that "we really what to expect from this audience
Charles."
haven't been playing this far East since we aren't here often.
What groups or individuals to- for some time. We generally stay
-day influence Tina's style? "No on the West coast where we seem _to
" I can be more feee a nd loose
or,e really has an influence on me ," have a larger following and are betsays Tina , "but certain people do ter known ; but we'd like to start with kids," Tina continued, "bemove me. Joe Cocker, for instance. moving around a bit more in this cause they are more free and loose .
I think he is fantastic. When I country ." Tina , who has a nearly For instance, I had on a scanty outwatch him perform , I know he real- constant smile and beguili11g look fit tonight and yet I could tell that it
ly has the ability to get a number on her magnificent face felt that presented no problems for the auacross with feeling . I haven't seen the crowd (which didn 't come dience . On the other hand, I
him in "Woodstock," but I have close to filling the theatre) , was recently wore this dress (she paused
seen him elsewhere, and really very warm and presented them a and thumbed through Show magazine to point out a see-through
have enjoyed him . I also think Cre- nice welcome to Chicago.
de.nee Clearwater is good and very
"It was small, (the audience), dress she was wearing in a number
popular in Europe ."
but we like those kind of crowds. of pictures), in· Las Vegas ·and it

Del
Breckenfeld
So you say that there ' s really nothing new happening in progressive
music lately . That the fields of old Rock ri ' Roll a nd Blues have just
about been exhausted and si nce nobody is going to play faster than Alvin
Lee, or harder (and louder) than Led Zepplin, or even sing more perfect
harmony than Crosby, Stills, etc., that the music field is going to have to
find a new direction. Well most people agree that we are o n the verge of a
complete transition, probably into the jazz idiom . The great success and
wide acceptance of groups like Chicago and Blodd , Sweat and Tears
coupled with the recent rediscove ring of the old Jazz greats makes thi s
assertion all the more stable. But there is another seemingly limitless
source of inspiration that has become very prominent, especially in the
music of the English band s, and that is the original "longhair music", ie .,
Baroque , Classical, and so on . We've seen smatterings of these styles in
the past music of such gr ups as the Beatles, Stones and B,S, & T, but
never has it played _such an important role in format of so many recent
bands . (Procal Harme found much of their direction in the Classical
music sound).
One of the earlier experimenters in this field was Keith Emerson,
organist of the late Nice, who was originally a concert pianist. This
influence is carried throughout all of their excellent albums (their last,
"Bridges" is the hottest album in England). He sometime s includes some
of his previous concert pieces. On "NICE" (Immediate zl2 52022) he
performs a song entitled "Azrael Revisited" which is based on a quote
from Rachma ninoff's Prelude in C# minor. As of this writing Emerson
has joined forces with some members from King Crimson, whic h will
probably result in a sort of Super-Classical-group.
·
Even the ever popular Jethro Tull has gone back to reach into the
Classical (and related types) _bag. On their second album (Stand Up) they
do their version of a Bourree, which is one part of the ~arty English and
French dance suites. In their last Chicago appearance Ian Anderson and
pianist John Evers jammed to a movement from Beethovens' 5th Symphony!
'
One of the newest contributers to this sound is another English band,
Rare Bird. Only in existence for a little under a year, they haye already
become one Qf the most popular groups in Holland, France, and Britli"in,
(they have the no . I, 3 & 4 records in Holland) . A few weeks ago they
played Chicagos' Aragon on the first stop on their initial U .S . tour. Third
on the bill with the Grateful Dead, (who never did show) Rare Bird,
which is made up of Electric piano, Organ, Bass and Drums, proved to
be the hit of the weekend when their perfectly executed dynamics
brought the crowd to its feet. Much o(the group's success is attributed to
a Hammond C-3 set up that includes a 200 watt leslie (the size of two
refrigerators) . With this system Graham (the organist) can simulate the
beautiful church organs of hundreds of years ago, complete with the
Cathedral echoes. Similar to the groups mentioned above, Rare Bird's
Drummer and Bassist are out and _o ut British rock musicians whose hard
driving rhythms and vocals add an interesting contrast to the fugues, and
other like movements of the keyboard ,men . I'll be writing more about
this group (who will certainly become big in the U.S. in just a matter of
time) as soon as I receive the tapes of their' second album. Their first
effort, they claim, has not been mixed right in the American version, but
there still is some excellent material on it.
Next time; Blood, Sweat, and Tears' new album?

stopped the audience cold. All the
women were glaring at me as if to
say 'who do you think yo_u are', and
all the men were staring - trying to
see ~if they could actually see
through it. When that happens , the
audience's mind is not where you
want it to be and you can't reach
them. They sit on their hands all
night , and never get into the mood
of the show. "
Tina is obviously concerned
about this kind of problem and
spoke very seriously about it. (She
also has a lovely habit of touching
you when she gets wound up, and
she is one of the few people I've met
who can do so unpretentiously .)
She went on to say that she
doesn ' t want to be known as a sexsymbol "though people keep referring to me as one. I've never
thought of myself as either a sexsymbol or a 'star', and it seems
strange to hear people call me
either one."
From their two day appearance
in Chicago, Ike and Tina were
headed for a few more one-nighters
in Indianapolis (wher~ ,:1cy a, e ar

peai:ing with B.B. King and Bobby
Bland), and Kentucky, before ·they
return to Los Angeles which is
home base. There won 't be any relaxing however, as they're booked
solid through September. There is
also talk of another European tour
with the Stones, and a possible
movie which is just in the talking
stage. If it comes off, it will be
about the older generation going to
see Ike and Tina perform to find
out what their kids are watching
these days .
Ike and Tina Turner probably
won't be back in Chicago for some
time, even though they indicated
they would like to come back more
often now. Their schedule won 't allow it. But, whenever they do come
back, you can be certain that the
same dedicated group of admirers
will be there to see them perform,
and will no doubt be again nioved
by the lyrical guitar of Ike as he
almost makes it talk, and by the
slim beauty with the huge reverberating voice, and the truly sincere care for people, named Tina
T11rner.
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Straw berry Statement
I mu st ad mit that I a pproac hed "The Strawbe rry Statement" wi th no
small a moun t of tre pidatio n, (despite its wi nning the 1970 j ury prize at
the Cannes Fil m Festival), due mainly to the fi lm presence of Ki m
Darby, who heretofore has held forth in such film s as • True Grit" and
" No rwood" , both of w hich were not exactly yo ur average fi lm deali ng
with social problems . Rig htly or not, I entered wit h trepidation ; I left a
believer. Not in K im Darby, but in "The Strawberry Statement."
Adapted from the published note s of Columbia student James Kunen,
who recorded hi s observations, though ts, and invol ement in the 1968
·protest - sit-in, the film has evolved into what I believe is perhaps the
best of the student-on campus genre, which is gaining in numbers if not in
sincere film attempts.
Surely there are many of these films made which merely '! use" the
prominence of student involvement today to make a few bucks at our
expense, but the tendency of many critics is to too quickly knock all fi lms
like "Statement", and "Gett ing Straight", merely because t hey are not
made b y those who m they are about and he nce "exploitive." Garbage!
Yo u don' t need to be a good revoutio nary to ma ke a film a bout student
un rest a nymore tha n H itchcoc k has to be a good murderer. Certa inl y
" The Strawberry Statement" is a slic k film because it was made by·
p rofessio nal s - in thi s case 30 year old Stuart Hagma nn who brought to
hi s first film a solid background in televi sion, including award-winning
commerical s. It's slick like " The Graduate" however, and laced with the
same kind of humor.
Unlike the truly exploitive film , which takes no real stand on any issue,
but merely use s the genre, and the social strain which it reflects, as a
coatrack on which to hang coats of green, Hagmann makes his position
clearly known. He doesn't tip , his hand too early, however, thereby
making the film a piece of running propaganda. Instead, like in so many
of the really heavy statements (ie . M* A*S*H), he uses the comedic style
as a framework and the audience, which ultimately sets the viewer up for
Thompson Community Singers, the· oldest community choir in the city of Chicago, will perform i~ the' NISC
the dramatic ending.
·
Until the last, very serious mements of the film, we almost have the auditorium Thursday, July 23. The singers will be presented at 1 p.m. under'th'e direction of the Rev. Brunson.
.feeling it is all a game, too laughable and enjoyable to be really serious.
·cThen however, in the last 15 minutes or so, the really heav_y stuff is laid
down in brilliant and moving fashion, and makes its statement unequivocal.
•
·
"The Strawberry Statement" could well be subtitled "the making of a
college revolutionary", as it concerns the political development of one by Warren Sandler
Simon James, who initially wants nothing more out of college than to be
on the school rowing crew. Through a series of happenstances (including
Once again Interpreters Theatre main content of the story l became quite comical. The only life prethe love interest, Kim Darby), however, he becomes pulled not un- at NISC attempted to hit its mark aware of presence only due to the s,erver in this sinking show was the
willingly, but not eagerly, into an active role in a sit-in to protest school of success and entertainment upon lengthy, boring diologue between performance done by Rick Sack.
expansion into a black neighborhood and other related grievances.
· their audience Wed. July 15, with performers. The timing between He added character depth, slapSimon is played excellently by Bruce Davison ("Last Summer"), with the presentation of NOT WITH- the pre-recorded video tapes and stick, and excellent movement on
an infectiou s air which cannot help but draw the viewer to his side. OUT LAUGHTER, directed by the actors' lines in the second sto- stage.
Throughout the film we laugh with him, learn with him, and finally , in the Kathleen Steward, and technical · ry (Eight O'clock in the Morning)
To make the productioq more
end, suffer with him and his cohorts. Less effective, but adequate as the direction by Bob Brown. After was poor. The use of the slides had _ digestible, I would have eliminated
doe-eyed stu,d ent activist who helps draw Simon into the maelstrom, is seeing thi s presentation, with all its only a slight positive visual effect the use of multi-media effects and
Kim Darby ; and fortunately, tho it is very present, the "boy-meets-girl" multi-media frills , it would be wise in the second story, where it acted shortened the length of the third
part of the film is not overdone.
for them to improve their aim, be- as a back drop, and.was used to fit story by some 20 minutes.
Dialogue in the film is credible, and not unlike that of 20 year old cau se it was not a bulls-eye, and the story continuity . The playing
Taking literature, and making it
students . A great deal of humor is present in the film, mostly on the part fell far short of even getting to the of Richard Strauss' 'So Spracht into a dramatic presentation is 'no(
of Davison, and many periphial aspects of student activism are dealt target.
Zarathustra', was not fitting to the only-difficult but very superficial.
· with, such a s the almost adolescent emphasis on sex in relation to
In the last article appearing in slides that they were projecting on When a performer creates a reladeomonstrations, and its importance to them . We laugh at many of these the PRINT, I commented that I the screen, and again added an un- tionship on stage between hifl}self
small comments, but we understand them to be all a part of a much larger have some negative tastes about comprehensive effect to the third and the audience, we are conwhole.
the concept of Chamber Theatre. story (Artnan Process).
sequently pulled out of this bond
Photography, as well, is excellent, if a bit slick on occaision, but again, This presentation will allow me to
The lighting was adequate but by the · narrator's choice come--' ,
it is only a reflection of the fact that good, professional filmmakers have verify my critical comment about the timing of the cues for each ments. This technique breaks any
done the film. In one slick juxtoposition, we are taken from an early Chamber Theatre and also give specific use of light was slow or continuity that might have formed
morning rowing practice, early morining student meeting where the you an idea of how much work and late. When any performer was ac- between the stage and the auspeaker is leading an equally rhythmic "strike, strike." Two kinds of effort is put into these types of cented with the spot light, I no- dience.
rhetoric . Two life styles ... merging?
productions.
ticed it was next to impossible for
This presentation, NOT WITHAnd in the overall excellence of the film, one cannot forget to mention ' Let me direct my criticism to- the operator to stay with the sub- OUT LAUGHTER, supports my
the so•mdtrack which is performed by Buffy Sainte - Marie, Thunderclap ward the use of multi-media effects ject, and occasionally left the per- attitude to~ard the concept of
Newman, Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young, and others. It is contem·po- in this production . Due to the fact former standing in the dark shad- Chamber Theatre. No doubt much
rary, fitting, and easy to listen to. '
that the production lacked depth ows_ saying his lines. Costuming time and effort must go into ~these·
One of the things that makes the film so successful is the fact that its they used the multi-media effects and make up were used to a small shows but the end result is little ·
young characters are so believable. No attempt is made to glorify or to as a crutch to bolster what they degree in the third story, and enlightenment realized by the -,au:. .
martyr them. They are just human, and above everything else - the lost by using literature material. I added some humor to this not too dience . Perhaps with enough : ·
wisecracking, the youthful bantering, the political rhetoric - we can't help did not see any value that the humorous production.
analytical criticism from the iau: '
but be aware .that these are just kids like you and me, and the _guy down slides added to the presentation in
One of the few big laughs went dience, it might just persuade
the block. When the cop with his gas sprayer and mask casually sweeps the first story (Of Time and Cats). to Professor Dunbar (Loui Cza- Interpreters Theatre people
i;, ·
the room •with his gas gun, (not unlide an exterminator of a far less My total focus of attention was plewski) in the first story, who did ·come up with something more ·
frightening type), it is really all of us that he is gassing. We can easily only able to view them when the a bit part but really hammed it up worthwhile in their future presenidentify with those young people on the floor.
.
story was completed .. During the sufficiently enough to become tations.
This last 15 minutes of the film, in which the gassing and beating takes
place is some of the most moving footage I have seen on film. The tragic
climax to the previous lightheartedness is protrayed excellently by
Hagmann, who shows us finally, in these last mortifying moments just
Neil Diamond, whose gift of "Sweet Caroline " , "Brother searchin~.
how serious his film is. In a closing scene which is almost a replaY, of the
final shots of "Getting Straight," (but infinitely better), the young, song is rock touched with country Love's Traveling Salvation Show"
Sandy Baron, humor' s man in
peace-loving students are attacked bv the police and National Guards- and western and gospel, will fill the and "Holly Holy," have been
motion, will open the shows. He·
- men alike while they kneel on the gymnasium floor chanting "give peace Opera House with his special largely his own material. As a sing- has proven his comedic abilities
a chance," and waiting to be beaten.
music on July 25, at 7:00 p.m. , and er he is exciting and often moving. nationally, and recently proved
This scene in particular is overwhelming in its powerful portrayal of again at 10:30 p.m .. , ... another Put these talents together and himself on "Playboy After Dark." ·
two ideals, two lifestyles, two Americas; and points vividly to the 22nd Century Production.
there emerges a flowing, unpreTickets for this exciting concert
divisiveness we all must face in the future. "The Strawberry Statement"
Diamond has proved to have a tentious and driving sound. A are available at the Opera House
is a fine movie, and a fine step forward for its genre, after some real very successful combination of sound unique because i.t is a style box office, Flip Side Records at
disasters. Hopefully, even better are still to come on the . heels of this musical talents. His string of hits, that has been lost in much- of to- 3314 W. Foster and all other
including "Cherry, Cherry," day's sophisticated and poetic Ticketron outlets.
filll),.aga~n~t w~ic!t 1,su~pt;cJ m,a py will P!! gf 1;1ge,d. , , , , , ,
,.

Community Singers Visit

Not Without Laughter

'die ", ,
~o '

Neil Diamond at Opera House ,
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·pRJNT talks to the People

History Club surveys
police attitudes
"Police Attitudes of Chicago"
will be the discussion topic for
next week's History Club meeting.
Officer Tom Carlisle of the Chicago Police Department will be
the guest speaker as he makes his
second appearance at a History
Club meeting. He .spoke last year
to the group and aroused many
feelings in the rather large meeting.
Another good turn-out is expected
and the double room A - 129-31 has
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been secured to give ample searing
capacitv.
Mr. Chari es Barber of the history Department and sponsor of
the club was excited about the
meeting which he thought would
be a good follow-up to tomorrow's
meeting in which Lt. Flood of
NI SC Security will be the speaker.
Both meetings, as all History
Club gatherings, will meet at I :00
P.M .. Thursday and are in A 1293 I.

new tables, chairs a pain in the neckand other affiliated areas·
This past week I posed the following question to ap proximately
7 5 to I 00 NI SC students in the
south dining hall : what do you
thing of the new furniture recently
placed in the room ?
It may not seem important, but I
believe that the people who plan
these things really took the gas
with these tables and chairs, and
most of the people I interviewed
agree. In fact, only four said that
they like the new furnishings.

All the rest had quite a few complaints, ranging from feeling too
"structured" (the tables only seat
six at attached chairs) to a lack of
mobility and freedom in a large
group discussion .
There was also concern over the
problem of overcrowding come
September. This stems from the
fact that the limited number of
seats allows only 120 seats in the
room. There may be as many as
1,600 new students here in Sep-

tember, and with the fewer number
of·seats available in the caferteia,
many problems should arise .
Many of the comments against
the furniture are unprintable, but
most cogent was si mply, "They
are the most stupid things ever
rought to this school".
So, once again, they have not
consulted the majority (we the students) and once again they have
flopped .

Free City Exchange Chicago's hot line
'by Glen Jurmann

drug crisis intervention, or just a
friend to talk to . It also serves as a
Did you ever get kicked out of · transient message and mail seryour house and fi_nd yourself with- vice.
out a place to sleep? Or how about
The organization, located at
being in desperate need of draft 2261 N. Lincoln, i presently uncounseling? Or, maybe you just derstaffed and in need of volunteer
neede a ride somplace. These and and financial assistance, though it
other problems are befog dealt has operated surprisingly well.
with by a new organization named The rent and phone bill was paid
Free City Exchange.
last month by panhandling in front
FCE is a non-profit organization of Aragon, which raised $200.
that operates principally as a
Although community support switchboard for all of Chicago. By has been generally good, there is
calling 281-7 197 a'~y ti~e. day c/r· · .som~ hassle from . the police. We
night, a person can get immediate · have 'beeri told that occasionally
assistance and advice on t he above the police drive by yelling obsceproblems, as well as low-cost legal nities out the ir windows. Chiaid, clothing, food, job counseling, cago's Red Squad has also been

known to make appearances with
their famed camera crew .
Among the many accomplishments of Free City Exchange
is the fact that 300 rides were arranged for the Kickapoo rock festival. Information and help is dispensed throughout the day to anyone who calls.
Whether Free City exchange
can continue to function depe nds
largely on the help it gets from
student s and members of the community . Plans are being made to
solicit financial assistance from lo cal businesses, but physical help is
sorely needed. It would be a real
loss to lose (:hicago's switcht;,oard ·
- Chicago needs a hot line.
•
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Gene Kube on the job.

Kube committee repor t
c ont'd from page 7
gram for their structures. The Fine
Arts program is ready for the architects, \;VhO will design a building
to house the arts. Sherrie Firestein
and Tom Halliard have been the
students serving with this comm?ttee.
The Library building Committee
is still working on its program, and
it is comprised of students Ted
Argresta, Jim Hansen, and Peter
Pryslak.
Working with the committee for
designing the new Physical Education complex are students Tom
Coticchio and Ti ne Voss.
One student, Rae Lipscomb,
works with the building committee
for the renovation of Abraham
Lincoln Center, or the Center for
Inner City Studies.

A committee has been set up io
study campus landscaping, so that,
after the structures are complete,
they can be ap propriately landscaped. Mickey Sagrillo and
Lisette Berglund work with this
committee.
Students Cecelia Reschke and
Bruno F. Bury have been assigned
to a committee to consider remodeling of the existing building after
the other structures are occupied,
but it probably will not begin meeting for some time.
Gene Kube has emphasised his
desire to get all committees oper-·
ating and fully staffed. A few vacancies remain, and Kube has
urged any student wishing to serve
a term on any committee to contact him for an interview.

GIANT HAMBURGERS
64 Oz. Pifche, ol Bee, tt .is ·

THOUSANDS Of JEANS

LI GHT OR DA RK

Cas ual a n d Cozy

ROARING FIREPLACE

WITH TOPS TO MATCH

Bratwurst & othe r "great"
C harcoa l Bro iled Items

Mon. & Thurs. 11-9
Tues, Wed, Fri, Sat 10-6

PITOiERS OF BEER
COMPLIMENT ARY PEANUTS
Modest Prices
COC KTAILS & HOT DRINKS

·,,'.

FOR .
GUYS

3304 W ; FOSTER'
5 MINUTES FROM
NISC
PHONE 588-2686

BARBECUE RI BS
To e a t he re o r take out

AND
GALS
•

l

Open from lunch till 2 A .M.
7 days a wee k
'

;
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Gene
Corey

Report
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I th o ught I'd let yo u in o n the lates t craze. wh ich has larcad y hcg un in
the C hicago T rihunc thi s week: hod y la ngu age. o r kinesics. th e stud y of
co mmuni ca tio n th ro ugh hody move me nt. Pro po ne nt s of th e field . initiated by Ray Bi rd whistc ll in 1952. have tried to scie ntificall y fin d
meanings for cyehrow-raising. hand gest ures. and even pos tu res of the
body .
T he a rea is a new o ne. a nd has j ust hcgun to he ex plored . It uses data
fro m a nth ropo logical. . lingu is tic. and psyc ho logical researc h. In a fe w
yea rs, t he re might he a lot of peo ple working in kinesics. turni ng up some
valu a ble insights.
In the mea ntime. howeve r. it' s a fa d . Instead of the o utraged puhlic cry
again st c rime o n the C AT. or th e hidd e n tru th s of as trology as T H E
to pic to di sc uss. people w ill he sitt ing a round ta lking aho ut shift y e ye s
and nose scratc he rs.
Pro motion s fo r the T rihun e serie s. hascd o n Jul ius Fast' s new hook .
"Body Language," remind me of the little ad s in th e hack of co mic hook s
for Silly·- Putt y and hoo ks on hypno tis m." Be the life of the party' Amaze
your fri e nd s with Ventro ! T hrow your vo ice two hlocks!" A nd th e
cart oon man in the ail is carryi ng a ho x on hi s hack . with a th row n vo ice
sa ying. " Help -- get me out of here ,.. The y' re a little more sophisticated .
of course . "I s your ho d y sa,yi ng what yo u rea ll y mea n'' D oc s you r hod y
la nguage he tray your real feelings'.'"'
.
T he bo d y la nguage fad w ifl go the sa me way as the "Game s Peo ple
Play" c raze, whic h las ted for q ui te a while . Fast w ill un do uhtcdl y a ppear
o n t he T o nig ht Show. D ick Cave tt's Show. Kup's Show . a nd wi ll he
giv en te n or fiftee n min utes to tal k aho ut w ha t he has worked o n fo r
years. The puhlic is c u rious. hu t to a n e xten t. Yo u cirn 't go too far wit h a
fad . Spi n-offs of the book will ap pear sho rtl y. a nd "Body Language"
itself will be talked a hout for a year. on radio. TV . a nd in conversat ions.
un til it comes o ut in paperhack. By the n. peop le will know everyth in g
they want to ahou t hody language. a nd its status wi ll drop to that of
handwriting analysis. astro logy . pal mistry . and witc hcraft. in the land of
forgotten fads .
From perso nal·ex perie nce. a study area on ly hecomes mea ningfu l after
the superficial aspec ts have wo rn off. It may see m less interesting and
more complicated. hu t that's what lea rn ing a nd ex plo ring is all ahou t.
How many self-proclaimed experts on hody language will search out the
seminal works o n kinesics. ins tead of being satisfied with sensing when a
girl or guy is o n t he make"
Not mea ning to be cloyi ngl y moral. a n old adage seems to pertain
today to a lot of peo ple. a nd es peciall y studen ts - "A littfe learning is a
dangerous thing; drink deep. o r tast no t the P ie ria n spring."
·
Back to the husiness--The men's intramural badminton tournament
he ld th is summe r was won by John Knitte r. Boh N o win ski took second
place. a nd Jo hn Tj ritilli placed third .
'
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Friday
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At Bugg House .
Square
co-sponsor
Spanish Club
Pork Roast
plus trimmings
and
Steel Drum
Band
12 - 3
outside
Little Theater

1.

"Cain ---Cuban ·
Brigade"
Benefit
Performance
25c-or more

At Bugg House
Squ~r~ .
6 Rock Bands
including:
Attitudes
Super Soul "70"
Soul Psycho
"

7:00 P.M.
Aud.

Outside .Little
Theater
11:30 - 4:00
~4,
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The health courses listed below will be offered in September. TheJ were

omitted from the C lass Schedule, but students may register for them as
soon as they are published in an addendum.
82-301 Health Education in the Elementary School - 2 er.
This course replaces 82-216. The content contains the teaching or the ill
effects or tobacco, drugs, and narcotics required b~ the State Teacher
Certification Board.
Sec. 01 to
WTh Prueske
See. 02 11
Tl-'
Prueske
82- IOI Hask First Aid - I er. (elective)
Sec. 03 12
WTh Hostetler
Sec. 04
2
MTh Hostetler
Sec. 01
I M
Hostetler
Sec. 05
2
Wt'
Prueske
Sec. 02
2 T
Prueske
Sec. 06
3
Tl-'
Hostetler

~

82-302 Methods & Materials for Sec Education, Grades K-6 - 3 er.
(elective)
Prerequisite: undergraduates - 82-216 or 82-204 or 82-301 Others - Bachelor's degree or Consent or Instructor
Sec. 01 4-5: 15
TTh
Hostetler
Registration: Students who have already registered may add these courses
until July .31st. After that date, they must wait until the first week in
September. THERE WILL BE NO CHARGE 1-' OR ADDI NG.

"If you don't se·e
another movie
all summer, see
Elliott Gould in
Getting Straight!"
ELLIOTT GOULD
CANDICE BERGEN

~
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PLUS-Academy Award S hort "The Ma gic Machines" '
A

WALTER

R[AOf

Wall StreetJournal
available at .

Bryn Ma:wr - l(imball Newstand
. . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . ... "

·[F0 -NG'S TEA GARDEN

·7

3411 W. BR YN MAWR

K E 9-9650

GRAND OPENING OF OUR NEW DINING ROOM
AIR CONDITIONED
AMERICAN AND

Gii;a
LUNCH AND DINNER
HOURS: 11 AM. to 10:00 PM.

TME.AfRI

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT
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